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45 years experience in organizing exhibitions in China, Adsale has 10,000+ Industrial users resources
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**Scope of exhibits**

- Energy Storage Technology and Materials
- Energy Management Systems (EMS)
- Energy storage equipment and components
- Energy storage system and EPC engineering
- Energy Storage and Power Conversions System (PCS)
- Software development and information communication
- Battery resource recovery and utilization
- Battery testing and certification
- Electric vehicle charging and swapping and supporting equipment Energy saving and integrated energy service equipment

**Whom You Will Meet**

**Power Generation/Grid**
- Power Generation Group
- Power Grid company
- Electric Power company
- Integrated Energy Services
- Power Dispatch company
- Electrical Design/Engineering
- Industry Association

**Tele-Communication/IDC**
- Telecom operators
- IDC
- Data center EPC
- Cloud Data Center
- Design/Engineering
- Industry associations

**Industry and commerce**
- Local government
- Construction industry association
- Industry trade association
- Intelligent general package
- Building construction/design
- Real estate developers
- Business park
- Industrial park

**Industry users and others**
- Energy storage EPC integrator
- Overseas energy storage operators
- Energy Storage Equipment Manufacturer
- Distribution agent
- Photovoltaic storage charging station
- Paper/Steel/Metallurgy
- Petrochemical
- Rail
- Hospital......
Past Show photos
What is the MVP program?
Most Valuable Partner referred to “MVP” which is a professional business matching service created by the organizer. Our MVP team will listen carefully for users’ needs in order to more effectively meet customized procurement needs. Tap high-quality suppliers and provide procurement personnel with the most valuable and effective supplier resource channels. Provide a high-quality business platform throughout the year, and create unlimited business opportunities through fast, convenient and accurate matchmaking before, during and after the exhibition. Through the MVP program, the participation value of exhibitors and buyers will be improved, and win-win cooperation will be promoted between the supply and demand sides.

Concurrent Symposium

Energy Storage Topics
- New energy + power storage for China’s dual carbon goals
- Application and case sharing of new energy storage in the electric power industry
- Development and opportunities for energy storage + industry and commerce
- Design and security of energy storage + data center
- Pain points of energy storage + tele-communication industry
- New Energy Storage Products\New Technologies Release

Participation fees

Raw Space: RMB1,780/sq.m (Zone A) RMB1,350/sq.m (Zone B)
Package Stand: RMB17,800/9sq.m Unit (Zone A) RMB13,500/9sq.m Unit (Zone B)

Contact Us

Adsale Exhibition Services Limited

Established in 1978 in Hong Kong, the Adsale Group is a dynamic trade media group in Asia Pacific, for many years literally millions of exhibitors, advertisers, buyers and end-users have benefited from Adsale’s extensive year-round pre- and post-show support and her wealth of the extensive cross-industry database.
The exhibition company under the group is the first company in Hong Kong to enter mainland China to organize exhibitions. It is headquartered in Hong Kong and has branches in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Singapore. It is now recognized by the industry as the most innovative and result-oriented company in Asia and a pioneer in the exhibition industry.
Adsale has accumulated huge user resources over the past 45 years, and holds more than 20 industry exhibitions every year, covering industries such as electric power & electrical, data center technology, cloud computing, communications, intelligent buildings, auto, plastics, printing, packaging, and textiles. Adsale Exhibition serves more than 11,000 domestic and foreign exhibitors and 640,000 trade visitors from 150 countries/regions every year.

香港总部 Hong Kong HQ
6th Floor, 321 Java Road, North Point, HK  T:(852) 2811 8897

北京 Beijing
Rm 312, 4th Floor, Hall 1, CIEC, 6 East Beisanzhuang Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, PRC  T:(86-10) 8460 2766

上海 Shanghai
Unit 1103-1104, 11/F Vanke Centre,970 Nanning Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai, PRC  T:(86-21) 5187 9766

深圳 Shenzhen
Unit 2005-2010, 20/F, Tower B, Excellence Melian Centre Plaza, 126 Zhong Kang Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, PRC  T:(86-755) 8232 6251

Website : www.EPChinaShow.com / Email : power@adsale.com.hk